
Setting Up The Target

Hidden inside; pushed way back inside; secreted far, far back inside the always moving 
and always flashily distracting razzle-dazzle generated by an increasingly competitive shell 
game’s call for the unfettered production of a deregulated school choice...  

Well, if you were paying attention?
You could find it. 
The fact that, inside a corporate-style, market-based competitive public school system; 

inside this latest über-modern construct so loudly promoted as an imperative solution for low-
income, culturally-different student problems? (Ah, gee; go ahead.  You should be able, by now; 
capable of finding your way through these particularly smoke-screened words to read, 
conversely: low-income culturally-different children are the problem.)  Well, buried way back 
inside the ever darkening recesses of an innovative reform was the fact that – in a selective, 
parent-savvy, lottery-based, test-score-dependent, limited-seat/limited-services competitive 
“public school” system?  

There simply would no longer be any such thing as a fully democratic and inclusively 
free all-student-equitable public education.  

To offer a truly egalitarian public service?  
Schools would have to willingly take a direct we-serve-complexly-diverse, non-

standardized students test score hit.  And, a direct test score hit in the competitive markets of 
modern days?

Produced a shiningly red-flagged, school-as-problem target.   
Targeting – oh, well, we’ve covered this.  
Targeting meant that the school pointed to, now, as being test-score problematic?
Would soon be gone.  Out of service.  Kicked out of the competitive market.  Thrown out, 

and disinterestedly replaced.  Swapped out for a better school (read: more intentionally and 
carefully exclusive).  Exchanged for a school with better teachers (read: shorter-term younger; 
much more submissive; much, much less expensive).  Transformed into a school with better 
students (read: more culturally assimilated; more socially mobile; more economically stable; 
more likely to do well on a one-size-fits-all, every-year-more-culturally-narrowed testing).

Selflessly reaching out, solely because it was the right thing to do; putting out a 
welcoming hand to hard-to-serve, unlikely-to-produce-high-score students?  Students who could 
create problems for struggling schools?  Students with special needs?  Students with language 
difficulties?  Students with precarious, or worse, nonexistent homes?  Economically unstable, 
transient students?  Students with attendance issues?   Students known, historically and 
demographically, to be difficult and disruptive? 

Nuh-uh.  
Not on our watch. 
The entrepreneurial, privatized style of a competitive, modern-day management; that type 

of management so loudly supported, now, by reformers of multiple racial and cultural 
backgrounds – reformers who repeatedly argued that they were not only stepping up, but 
standing for and putting children first?  Held, actually, absolutely no loyalty to equity simply for 
the sake of equity.  In a “limited-seat” choice school world, as each and every newly formed 
market-competitive building struggled to find autonomy, it drew up against the fact that – well, 
in order to survive; in order to garner a necessarily recurrent disbursement of that capricious 
“discretionary” funding?  



It had to learn almost instantaneously how to implement multiple prudently  selective 
tactics of a student exclusion.  

School boards, after all: 
Those far-thinkingly futuristic boards brought into existence through the Big Money 

elections of modern days?  
Assertively trained in how to wield that rubber stamp of approval for the creation of a 

randomly unimpeded lineup of choice schools – well, truly benevolent boards like these had also 
discovered (just as impatiently; just as inflexibly) how to unceremoniously yank a program 
funding and abruptly shut everything down.  Therefore, rather than finding themselves 
welcomed, particular recognized-as-difficult students were now ever more industriously 
ostracized.  

Labeled, targeted, isolated and segregated.
The point, in corporate-style, immediate-returns school competitions, was not support for 

a slow, conscientiously diverse and incrementally applied academic achievement.  So much more 
typical of a fast-paced-deregulated, no regulations-equals-no-responsibilities, no-one-ultimately-
held-accountable get-it-now venture-capital investment, reformers soon came to recognize that 
Big Money was not, actually, focused upon a long-term and deeply embedded student edification 
– but, much, much more excitingly?

Upon the flashily magical promises of the right-now razzle-dazzle race itself.  	
 In days 
of a free-market, throw-it-away economics?

Who had time, who even felt obligated to slow down, painstakingly analyze and then 
honestly address true-to-life low-income issues, or sincerely deal with challenging children.  
Calling upon choice-school market strategies to not work with them, but much more expediently 
replace them. 

Oh this, surely, was a much more logical solution.  
Certainly, it solved that frustrating hard-to-serve, difficult-student problem.
Challenging kids who got in the way?  
Although the original intentions behind both earliest charter schools and a Civil- Rights 

mandated low-income school funding had been to help the our nation’s poorest citizens by 
offering their struggling students a much needed real-life support – well, now, following the 
economic logic of immediate-profit/money-not-people markets?  

Oh, in days of an über-compassionate accountability dedicated to putting children first?  
These frustratingly poorest and most annoyingly non-standardized students were, in a surreal and 
oppositionally oxymoronic way:

The first to be thrown out.  
The first to be discarded.
The first to be replaced and exchanged.  
Expediently traded in for better (read: not desperately poor, not homeless, not dirty, not 

loud, not needy, not other-than-English-speaking) more acceptable students – those more visibly 
assimilated, more economically stable students who could pull off what our government’s latest 
model for a market-competitive “public” system of education maintained was the one and only 
instructional goal in a newer and much more compassionate national race:  

Getting those scores up.*†

*As headlines extoll an elevated “percent” in graduation rates (and thus allow those schools where fewer and fewer 
behaviorally problematic, non-acculturated and/or special needs students attend to be held up and applauded as 



being “much improved”) – it only takes a few seconds to read through attendant caveats and note that this highly 
lauded statistic has not, in fact, been reproduced by children with special needs, second language learners, or (and 
here, now, is a truly modern-day euphemism) those who are “economically challenged.” 

†In our newly “public” understanding of education, the argument has begun as to whether or not those limited-seat/
lottery-selective “public” schools where, due to a variety of issues including transience, behavior, illness or 
imprisonment, students have dropped out, should be expected to “backfill” their suddenly available seats with the 
complicated disruption of new students.  Students who, as those who argue against the need to re-fill any newly 
opened seats suggest, will be “difficult.”  (As in: leave that to our nation’s inarguably test-score-proven bad – but 
truly public – schools.)


